The TORRESLAYUP is the leading Tape Layer reference in the Industry in both 2D and 3D working modes. Different machine architectures are available, Gantry, Column, Cantilever, robot, etc. working over a vacuum table, lay up tool or rotary mandrel.

The particular tape laying head design provides the best compacting results in the market, avoiding any debulking operation while fabricating a part. The TORRESLAYUP standard head runs with 300 and 150 mm (12” and 6”) wide tape being optional 75 mm (3”) tape.

A Multitape option, unique in the market, offers a head capable of running different reeks of tapes at the same time. The same head can handle different Multitape configurations, 1x150 mm, 3x300 mm, 4x75 mm or 2x150 mm (5x6”, 1x12”, 4x3” or 2x6”) to provide the capability to lay down several tapes simultaneously.

The TORRESLAYUP is an 11 axes Gantry CNC tape layer machine specially designed for high speed tape laying of compound contoured aircraft structural components. Furthermore, there is one unique and remarkable option for flat components only, which lays down simultaneously 4x150 mm (4x6”) tapes, providing the productivity of a 600 mm (24”) wide band keeping the scrap within the 150 mm (6”) wide tape levels.

Additionally, the TORRESLAYUP is the only available tape layer in the market that has proven to lay down successfully the Cooper Mesh as well as Glass Fiber material.

Optionally, an Ultrasonic Cutting system built in the head, may cut the solid laminate after laying to formats avoiding the need of a dedicated machine for this purposes.

A highly sophisticated simulation software package, TORLAY, allows the programmer to simulate and analyse and modify every tape, ply, layer and part associated parameter properly, before a MTORRES supplied postprocessor generates the CNC program. In addition, a Part History software package is provided, to keep control of production relevant events.

TORRESLAYUP can be built in various sizes to meet customer requirements.